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ow that your horse is
comfortable with you
mounting and dismounting and walking with a rider up
around the arena, you
can move forward
with his training under saddle. In this chapter, I discuss, step-by-step, the basics of riding the green OTTB. These early lessons are
important because they build on the lessons
he learned through groundwork and establish the foundation for your horse’s later
career-specific training. As you go, there will
be times when he reverts to old patterns of
behavior, or gets confused and misbehaves,
but with plenty of patience you can stick
with the program and see him through the
tough times. It will be your consistent hard
work that helps your horse successfully transition to his new job.

Six Tips for Under Saddle
Training
By now you may feel you have spent more
time thinking about your OTTB’s past than
you have planning his future! But, before
you progress further, it helps to again review
how your horse was trained and managed
before he came to you. Here are a few important points to keep in mind:

Stick to a Routine
As previously noted, Thoroughbreds are not
only used to consistency, they tend to thrive
on it. By now you should have established a
schedule that your horse is comfortable with
so he is able to relax and focus. His “new”
ridden work should be a natural progression
from what he has learned over the last several weeks or months since you purchased or
adopted him.
Short Workouts
On the track, horses are usually only worked
under saddle for about 20 to 30 minutes. I
have found that early in an OTTB’s retraining, it is best to ride for no more than 30
minutes at a time. Short daily sessions are
more useful than longer sessions fewer days
a week. When the horse understands the
riding lessons and develops the correct muscles, you can increase his work time.
Warm Up and Cool Down
Longe the horse quietly for 5 to 10 minutes
to warm up before you ride. It’s a good time,
as he trots around, to note whether he is paying attention to you or is distracted by his
surroundings. Once mounted, begin and end
each ride with a few minutes of walking to
loosen up before working and cool down before returning to the barn. Since horses are
always encouraged to walk to and from the
stable at the track, this mirrors the routine
he knows best.

10.1 With time and
careful preparation, the
ex-racehorse can learn
to travel rhythmically
forward while maintaining
a soft contact.
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10.2 Riders at the track
commonly “bridge” the
reins, keeping a steady
pressure on the bit
while at the same time
stabilizing themselves in
the saddle.

Rein Tension Means “Go”
Racehorses are taught to “grab” the bit and
run. The jockey or exercise rider “bridges”
the reins (crosses them over the horse’s
withers and takes both reins in each hand,
then presses down on either side of the withers or neck). Bridging keeps the horse “on

174

the bit” and allows the rider to balance (fig.
10.2). It also allows the rider to maintain a
steady hold on the reins and makes his position stronger: the horse pulls against himself
rather than pulling the rider out of the tack.
I’ve mentioned before that although it is
instinctive for many riders to take a tighter
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hold on the reins when slowing or stopping
the horse, with an OTTB this can have the
opposite, undesirable effect of making him
want to go faster! Your longeing practice
should have prepared the horse to submit to
the bit, but it may take time for him to fully understand the different signals you are
giving him from the saddle. Be patient and
use your voice commands rather than relying solely on your reins, and learn to give
and take the reins rather than just pull (see
p. 185).
Keep Going Forward
When the horse is anxious, try to relax and
focus on staying balanced rather than shortening the reins and tightening your grip.
Keep the reins short enough to maintain
control, but give the horse enough freedom
of the head and neck so he does not feel restricted. Whether he bucks, rears, shies, or
balks, always focus on directing his energy
forward. Don’t attempt to rein him in right
away when he goes a little faster than you’d
like—as long as he is going forward, he is
doing what you asked him. You can slow him
down, and work on balance and collection,
after “forward” has been achieved.
Gradually Work toward Riding Alone
Do not be in a rush to ride the horse without a handler at your side. As he relaxes and
becomes comfortable with you sitting on his
back, you can gradually develop indepen-

dence from your helper on the ground. At
New Vocations, we use a ground person until
the horse is comfortable being mounted and
remains calm at the walk—this may only take
a couple of days, or it may take over a week.
If you are retraining your first OTTB, plan to
have someone nearby for several weeks, even
after you no longer need him or her to hold
your horse, as a safety precaution.

Getting Started Right
It is best to continue your horse’s training
under saddle in the same schooling area
where he was longed, and later mounted and
ridden for the first time. A solid rail or wall
around the perimeter of the area helps keep
the horse going straight ahead and gives you
more control. A big open field begs for trouble and gives your horse too much room to
run if something spooks him.
For your early training under saddle,
choose mild days with little to no wind,
when the arena or paddock is quietest and
without external distractions, just as you
did when you started teaching your horse
to longe. And, if your schedule allows, work
your horse around same time each day with
the same feed, turnout, and grooming schedule as you’ve already established. Always
reserve plenty of time to groom your horse
and tack up as it can be a relaxing preparation for ridden work.

Phase Four: Riding with Understanding and Patience
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comforting to have a person walk alongside
them for a while. After a few rides, you will
learn what works best for your horse and you
can tailor the warm-up routine to his needs
and personality.

Seat, Legs, and Hands

10.3 Spend a few
minutes longeing your
horse in side reins
prior to mounting. This
encourages him to use
his back and neck
muscles properly.

Before mounting, longe your horse for
at least 5 to 10 minutes to “get any bucks
out” and loosen up his muscles and joints
(see p. 120). For your first several rides, it is
beneficial to include a couple of minutes in
side reins, which will help the horse focus
on working in a correct outline and encourage him to relax his neck and back muscles
before you get on (fig. 10.3).
Get a leg-up or use a mounting block
(see pp. 160 and 162), then allow your horse
to just walk around, relax, and get used to his
surroundings and your weight on his back.
Some horses walk more calmly after trotting
around a bit first. Insecure horses may find it

176

Seat
Most exercise riders at the track weigh between 115 and 150 pounds. In the early stages, you should sit lightly on your horse’s back
as he gets used to carrying your weight—sitting tall and imagining yourself “light as a
feather” can help. While it can work to have
a smaller rider start your horse the first few
times, the rider’s ability to control his position in the saddle is more important than his
actual weight.
Legs
Your legs should rest lightly on your horse’s
sides; if he overreacts to even slight leg pressure, put more weight in your stirrups to help
keep your leg contact as minimal as possible
(for more on leg pressure, see p. 164). As I
said in chapter 9, each OTTB reacts differently to leg pressure; some are perfectly fine
with it while others are extremely sensitive,
especially at the beginning of the ride.
Hands
Your hands must be steady in order to main-
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10.4 Racehorses often display a tendency to “hang” on the bit.

tain a light contact to the bit. Relax your
elbows so they act like hinges, and allow
your arms—and thus your hands—to follow the movement of the horse’s head with
an elastic connection. If your elbow joints
are tense and locked, your hands will pull
against the horse’s mouth. This, in turn,
causes him to tense up.

Many OTTBs like to “hang” on the bit
when being ridden. Exercise riders normally allow this as long as the horse is doing his
job (fig. 10.4). But, in his new life as a riding horse, he needs to learn that this is not
acceptable; he must learn to accept a light,
steady contact on his mouth while moving
forward. Longeing with side reins helps cor-

Phase Four: Riding with Understanding and Patience
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A
10.5 A & B When your
OTTB gets heavy in your
hands (A), encourage
him to move forward on
a slightly longer rein and
lighter contact (B).

rect this prior to under-saddle work (see
p. 138), but some horses revert to hanging on the bit once a rider is on their back.
You can teach your horse to trust the contact by maintaining the elastic connection
from your hand to his mouth as explained
on p. 177. Follow his motion and encour-

178

age him to move forward off your leg (figs.
10.5 A & B).
Do not fight with your horse if he also
revisits old habits like head-tossing or overflexing. The answer again is to remain giving
with your hands and push him forward.

Beyond the Track
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B

Rhythm and Forward
Focus on maintaining a consistent rhythm.
The horse should be used to maintaining
a rhythm at the canter from his days at the
track, and your work on the longe line should
have begun to establish steady rhythm at any

gait. Once you are in the saddle, it is up to you
to sense when he is slow or rushing. Do what
you can to control your own body in order to
have an effect on his—if he wants to rush at
the trot, for example, pulling in response will
only send an OTTB rushing forward even
faster (see p. 174). Instead, use your body

Phase Four: Riding with Understanding and Patience
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10.6 A & B Early in
training, do not become
overly concerned with
your horse’s head
position. Even if he fiddles
with the bit or throws his
head, remain soft with
your hands and focus on a
steady, forward rhythm.

A

by slowing your posting down (linger a little
longer in the “up” phase), and maintaining a
light, steady contact on the reins.
This is not the time to be concerned
with the horse’s head carriage or where his
head position happens to be; working in a
correct, rounded outline can come later. For

180

now, you should simply send—or allow—
the horse to go forward. As mentioned earlier, some horses will toss their head, pull
against the bit, stick their head in the air, or
tuck their chin in toward their chest to evade
the bit. Rather than pull against these evasions, send your horse steadily forward and
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B

ride him through the problem (figs. 10.6 A
& B). If you do not focus on the bad behavior but instead make him think about always
moving forward, he will eventually realize it
is more work to trot while tossing his head
(for example), than it is to simply trot.

Halt and Half-Halt
A couple of important things for an OTTB
to learn early in his training are the halt and
half-halt. Racehorses rarely have to stand
still for very long with a rider on their back,
so at first, do not expect him to stand still for

Phase Four: Riding with Understanding and Patience
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more than a second or two at the halt. The
verbal command “Whoa” should have been
confirmed on the longe line, giving you a
place to build from under saddle.
Practicing the Halt
Your first transitions to halt should be from
walk. Do not practice it from other gaits
until your horse’s walk-halt transitions are
accomplished calmly, without fuss.
How-To
1 Say, “Whoa,” while sitting deep into the
saddle with your heels down. Close your leg
as you close your hands around the reins.
Hold them still until the horse halts. If he
doesn’t halt after several strides, give and
take on the reins until he does (see p. 185).
Once he stops, even if only for a second,
immediately relax your seat, hands, and legs,
and praise him.
2

Ask the horse to walk forward several
steps before halting again.
3

This is a simple exercise, but it may take
several days for the horse to understand.
Gradually ask him to stand still a little longer, and eventually he will pay attention to
your seat and hands, and stand quietly until
you ask him to move forward again. Once
you teach the horse that when you sit deep in
the saddle you want him to slow down, you

182

have taught him a key lesson that will help
you ride him well in all three gaits.
Teaching the Half-Halt
A half-halt is an invaluable tool used for many
purposes. It can help bring a horse’s attention
back to his rider, refocusing him and “waking
him up.” It can balance a horse in preparation for a transition, a turn, or any movement
such as a circle or figure eight. It can also be
used every few strides to rebalance or collect
the horse. Whatever your discipline or riding
goal, the half-halt is an important lesson.
The aids for the half-halt are closely
related to the aids for halt: you ask by closing
your legs, sitting up tall, and closing your hands
all at the same time for only a couple seconds—then releasing the aids. A half-halt is a
momentary action; as soon as it is performed,
it is done. Concentrate on giving very clear
aids in this exercise. OTTBs learn quickly and
your horse will respond well to correctly given aids, but he will also get frustrated if you
give him mixed signals (figs. 10.7 A & B).
As the horse starts to understand and
respond to your half-halts, ask him to go forward while you maintain a steady contact
with his mouth.

Downward Transitions
Racehorses do not gallop flat out all the
time—they are also trained to make gradual
downward transitions to canter, then trot,
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10.7 A & B The half-halt can be used
as a corrective device when the horse
loses concentration or fights the rider’s
hands, or to prepare the horse for a new
movement. Close your legs and hands
momentarily as if preparing for a full
halt—the horse will respond by stepping
underneath himself and coming back to
your hand (A), and then move forward
again refocused and better balanced (B).

A

B

Phase Four: Riding with Understanding and Patience
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A

B

and finally to walk at the end of a workout.
In fact, riders are encouraged to never pull
a horse to a complete stop from a gallop (or
even a canter) unless the horse is injured.
So, be prepared to allow your OTTB plenty
of time to move from a faster to a slower gait
when you first begin riding him.
Watch Your Body
Both pulling on the reins and lightening the
seat are cues that to the OTTB mean “go forward,” so if you A) pull back on the reins,
and B) inadvertently bring your body for-

184

ward out of the saddle when you do so, you
might not get the reaction you are looking
for! Instead, many horses respond by getting
excited and rushing (figs. 10.8 A–C). You
may have seen jockeys standing up in their
stirrups at the end of a race as they slow their
horse down, but this is to stretch their legs
and at the same time give them leverage as
they give and take on the reins. It is a practice appropriate for stopping a tired horse
after a race, but it does not translate in the
riding arena.
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10.8 A–C Pulling back
(A) and leaning forward
(B) mean “go” to the
OTTB. If your horse
is rushing at the trot,
establish a slow, steady
posting rhythm to slow
him down without getting
in a tug-of-war (C).

C

Give and Take
To get a calm, downward transition from
your horse, ask by sitting down in the saddle, keeping your legs still and hands steady
as you close them and yet allow them to follow the horse’s motion. Use the verbal cues
you taught him on the longe line along with
continuous half-halts.
Remember, there is no point getting into
a tug-of-war, since the 1,000-pound horse
underneath you will always win. If he does
not listen and insists on going strongly for-

ward, maintain steady contact with the outside rein while taking a firm contact on the
inside rein (pulling back slightly) and then
releasing it. Repeat this motion until the horse
responds. (Note: he may turn slightly to the
inside—allow him to do a large circle.) As
soon as he does, reward him by resuming the
light, even contact.
If you pull steadily on the reins, the
horse will either increase his pace as I’ve
mentioned before, or eventually become
dull and stop paying attention. By giving and
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